The intelligent way to ensure
your campaign works

Creative Science:
The intelligent way to ensure
your campaign works
Creative Science is our unique method of finding the
unexpected right answer.
We’ve developed our own award-winning tool PreProven
to hone the effectiveness of creative work, without
compromising on sophisticated and surprising ideas.
Everyone uses research, but often it’s not integrated well
with creative development, so it can be a slow, expensive
and clumsy process.
PreProven uses the latest online research techniques to run
research alongside creative development, which makes it
fast, inexpensive and constructive.
The results speak for themselves with a 100% success rate.
To date, every PreProven project has beaten its targets.
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Take the risk out of
doing something new

PreProven allows you to test which new
creative concepts will prove strongest.
What the judges said:

PreProven is a scientific, empirical approach to testing ideas and
propositions. A joint venture between other, the award-winning
creative agency, and Populus, a leading market research firm, it is
a unique way to ensure that your campaigns succeed.
Launch innovative new work
with confidence

Effectiveness recognised by the
Institute of Fundraising

It solves a dilemma that has been
challenging marketers and fundraisers
for years: you have to innovate in order
to keep your message fresh and deliver
optimal results, but you can’t guarantee
that something new will definitely work.

The results show how well it works.
The very first PreProven project was
a simple creative test for the League
Against Cruel Sports, which improved
returns so significantly that it went
on to win Highly Commended
for Research at the Institute of
Fundraising’s Insight awards.

Identify the work that will most
appeal to your audience
In essence, it allows you to put the
options you’re considering in front
of a representative sample of your
target audience and find out which is
the strongest.
Because it’s inexpensive and fast,
you can afford to test several different
elements to find out exactly what is
working and what can be improved,
so that everything is optimised before
a campaign starts.
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“The League made very smart use
of this online creative pre-testing
model. The results derived from the
creative that was ultimately chosen
using this model demonstrate quite
clearly that the model worked,
and worked exceptionally well.”

Jenny Ashmore,
President of Chartered Institute of Marketing and
CMO of Octopus Energy
“We worked with a crack team from other to go from
brief into idea, through quantitative pre-testing of
creative to two TV ads filmed with live action and green
screen animation plus through-the-line execution
in print, outdoor and digital, complete with pre- &
post- quantitiative testing ... all in just three weeks yes 21 days! We found them responsive, pragmatic,
professional, strategic and focused on business impact”
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How PreProven works:
the benefits
PreProven not only brings the kind of research capabilities
that big commercial organisations use within everyone’s
reach, it goes beyond them – because it’s built with the
specific needs of marketers in mind.
Online panels to mirror your
target audience
You can use it knowing that the results
will mirror real-world performance
because research participants are drawn
from a massive online panel of 200,000
people. So you can be sure of finding
people who closely match your audience.
Speedy and inexpensive
It reduces cost and time, because it’s
online: you avoid all the effort required
to find the right people and arrange for
them to meet. We can even put options
into testing on Thursday and give you the
results on Monday.
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Accurate, reliable and flexible

Insights delivered by expert analysts

PreProven is more accurate, reliable
and flexible than many online options.

The results of your creative tests are
analysed and summarised for you by
an expert market researcher from
the Populus team with clear tabulated
breakdowns showing geographical
and demographic variations offering
additional insights into what’s working
where and for whom.

Because it’s fast, it works in parallel
with the creative development process,
which means that you can test ideas
at key stages as creative work
is developed.
This is a significant difference between
PreProven and traditional research
tools. Traditional research tools only
test creative work after it has been
developed – not only does this make
reworking expensive, it also makes it
hard to identify which elements are
strong, and which can be improved.
By testing during development,
even those with smaller budgets can
afford to test, improve and test again
if necessary. By using PreProven,
you can optimise every element of
your communications.

PreProven is unique. It’s the only research tool
designed specifically for marketers and fundraisers.
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What was the inspiration?

What can you test?

Great, emotive creative work is the single most powerful tool
a marketer can deploy.

You can use PreProven for detailed insight into the
potential effectiveness of almost every aspect of
creative materials, including:

Its development is essential, but far from easy. In 2010-11,
we were repeatedly finding ourselves in new business
conversations with orgainisations where the key decision
makers had become nervous about commissioning new work.

The risks associated with developing
and testing new creative material were
deterring them from optimising and
refreshing their campaigns. As a result,
we could see many organisations reusing tired old work repeatedly, even
though its performance was fading,
rather than developing and testing
alternative options. We needed to
find a way to take the risk out of the
process. PreProven was the answer –
a way to guarantee that the launch of
new creative work will deliver the right
results (indeed, we recommend it’s used
to test new approaches against your
existing option prior to launch.)

Propositions

Brand

Press ads

Cold or warm
direct mail

Direct
response

Tone of voice

Inserts

Online and
social media

Outdoor

TV

However, it’s a flexible research tool and we
keep finding new uses for it – we’re happy
to work with you to adapt it to something
we haven’t considered if you come up with a
new application.
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Optimise every aspect
of your communication
Identify your strongest topic
You may well have several different topics you’re
considering for a campaign. Which will perform best?
Put the options into PreProven and your results will
show you which has most potential.

Choose the strongest creative idea

Does it have
industry recognition?
The best testimonials for PreProven are the comments from
clients and the results it’s achieved: we’ll happily give you
some of the most recent examples. However, it’s also won
national and international recognition, with effectiveness
awards from the Institute of Fundraising and was a major
reason why other was awarded ‘Most Innovative Company’
at the global Stevie Women In Business Awards 2013.

Put the options you have into PreProven and see which
has the most powerful impact on your audience.

Reach new audiences
If you’re looking to move beyond your current consumer
base into new territory, you can identify new audiences
and the messages to which they will respond.

Fine-tune materials
Apparently miniscule differences in headlines, subheads,
copy tone, layouts, and images can make a massive –
and surprising – difference to performance.
PreProven gives you the flexibility to investigate multiple
options quickly and has already revealed more than
anyone anticipated about the extent of the difference
small details can make.

Research & Insight

Most Innovative Company

Advertising Agency of the Year

“other is the best agency
since the dawn of time and I trust
them completely to do everything with
the most dazzling flair and brilliance,
bringing results so good that the Board
regularly opens champagne and dances
when I update them.”
Katie Powell - Marketing and Communications Director,
Ordnance Survey
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It’s affordable for everyone
This includes:

PreProven is highly cost-effective and delivers detailed insights
and analysis within a matter of days, allowing you to amend and
retest creative work immediately.

Research briefing, set-up,
planning and client liaison
Creative strategy workshop session
with key stakeholders x ½ day
Creative origination and
development of new material

This includes:
Research briefing, set-up, planning
and client liaison

This includes:

There are various pricing packages
for PreProven:

Research briefing, set-up,
planning and client liaison
Creative analysis and input
One phase of online testing
to a panel of circa 2,000 based
on 3 creative executions/
propositions/themes

Up to 2 phases of online testing
to a panel of circa 2,000 based
on 3 creative executions/
propositions/themes

Creative analysis and development*

NLP psychologist’s input and
refinement

2-4 phases of online testing to a panel
of circa 2,000 based on 3 creative
executions/propositions/themes

Results analysis and reporting

NLP psychologist’s input
and refinement

COST
From

£15,000-£20,000+

Results analysis and reporting

COST
From

£7500-£10,000+

Results analysis and reporting
*Excludes generation of new creative material

COST
From
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£3,000-£5,000

ENTRY

ADVANCED

PREMIUM
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Who to contact
To see how other’s experienced team of experts can help
you achieve your objectives using PreProven, please contact
Adam Whipps: adam@other.co.uk or call 020 7600 9339.

